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KYPRIA INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL 2016

• THU, 1 & FRI, 2 SEPT | Strovolos Municipal Theatre, Lefkosia
• SAT, 3 SEPT | ETHAL Theatre, Lemesos
• MON, 5 SEPT | Palia Ilektri, Pafos

SOCRATES NOW! YIANNIS SIMONIDIS
Greek Theatre of New York, USA-GREECE
This solo performance is a multifaceted political, cultural and entertaining experience starring the Emmy Award-winning actor and director Yannis Simonides. A show that highlights the sharp logic and beliefs of Socrates, in a play that excites with its humour and immediacy.
Time: All performances commence at 20:30

• SAT, 10 SEPT | Alsos, Pafos
• SUN, 11 SEPT | Faneromenis Square, Lefkosia

INVITATION PROJECT FEATURING TONY LAKATOS - HUNGARY, CYPRUS, POLAND, CHILE
A unique ensemble of four jazz artists from different countries, who share their own musical experiences and ideas through original compositions of the world renowned Hungarian saxophonist Tony Lakatos and the upcoming Cypriot guitarist Ermi Mahial.
Time: All performances commence at 20:30

• MON, 12 SEPT | Faneromenis Square, Lefkosia
• TUE, 13 SEPT | Mousallas parking space, Pafos

KARAGIOZIS IS MOVING HOUSE
KaragioZIS everywhere, CYPRUS
A comedy by Theodoros Kostidakis, suitable for children and adults, in which the jokes of the fictional characters of Greek folklore shadow theatre are interchanged with contemporary references.
Time: All performances commence at 20:30

• THU, 8 SEPT | Larnaca Municipal Theatre
• FRI, 9 & SAT, 10 SEPT | THOC New Stage, Lefkosia
• MON, 12 & 13 SEPT | ETHAL Theatre, Lemesos

AGISILAGOS
Dimitris Baslam, GREECE
The new and fun children’s show with puppets and live music by Dimitris Baslam, about the adventures and unexpected problems of the famous chef Agisilagos, with mumps, his nutrition and not only...
Time: All performances commence at 18:30

• WED, 14 & THU, 15 SEPT | E. Gavrielides Auditorium, THOC, Nicosia
• MON, 19 & TUE, 20 SEPT | Rialto Theatre, Lemesos
• WED, 21 SEPT | Larnaka Municipal Theatre,

ANTON CHEKHOV, THREE SISTERS
PERSONA Theatre Group, CYPRUS
The outstanding play of the legendary Russian author and playwright in a fresh theatrical staging by PERSONA theatre group, with a multitude of fine actors and other associates. The nostalgia of the past, the need for life, love and happiness are confronted with the sad present, baffling hope for a brighter future.
Time: All performances commence at 20:30

FRI, 9 & SAT, 10 SEPT | Evis Gavrielides Auditorium, THOC, Nicosia

A CITY SEEKING ITS BODIES
Alexandra Waierstall, GERMANY, CYPRUS
The show choreographed by Alexandra Waierstall, is moving along a thin line between fiction and reality, like a minimalist piece of science fiction. The dancers act like prophets who weave the future and, by stimulating thoughts and emotions, lead the viewer to an alternative reality.
Time: All performances commence at 20:30

• SAT, 3 SEPT | Campus, University of Cyprus
• MON, 5 SEPT | Kaimakliotis Museum, Aradippou
• TUE, 6 SEPT | Deryneia Municipal Amphitheater
• WED, 7 SEPT | Geroskipou Public Square

KARAGIOZIS IS MOVING HOUSE
KaragioZIS everywhere, CYPRUS
A comedy by Theodoros Kostidakis, suitable for children and adults, in which the jokes of the fictional characters of Greek folklore shadow theatre are interchanged with contemporary references.
Time: All performances commence at 20:30

• SAT, 3 SEPT | ETHAL Theatre, Lemesos
• MON, 5 SEPT | Palia Ilektri, Pafos

SOCRATES NOW! YIANNIS SIMONIDIS
Greek Theatre of New York, USA-GREECE
This solo performance is a multifaceted political, cultural and entertaining experience starring the Emmy Award-winning actor and director Yannis Simonides. A show that highlights the sharp logic and beliefs of Socrates, in a play that excites with its humour and immediacy.
Time: All performances commence at 20:30

• SAT, 10 SEPT | Alsos, Pafos
• SUN, 11 SEPT | Faneromenis Square, Lefkosia

INVITATION PROJECT FEATURING TONY LAKATOS - HUNGARY, CYPRUS, POLAND, CHILE
A unique ensemble of four jazz artists from different countries, who share their own musical experiences and ideas through original compositions of the world renowned Hungarian saxophonist Tony Lakatos and the upcoming Cypriot guitarist Ermi Mahial.
Time: All performances commence at 20:30

• MON, 12 SEPT | Faneromenis Square, Lefkosia
• TUE, 13 SEPT | Mousallas parking space, Pafos

THE HISTORY OF TANGO / GUARDIA VIEJA Y NUEVA
Ensemble Casual - CYPRUS
An interactive music performance that aspires to present tango, an artistic kind unparalleled in beauty, through a historical recursion of the music of Piazzolla, Mendizabal, Villoldo, Donato, Plaza, Gardel, and Ziegler
Time: All performances commence at 20:30

• WED, 14 & THU, 15 SEPT | E. Gavrielides Auditorium, THOC, Nicosia
• MON, 19 & TUE, 20 SEPT | Rialto Theatre, Lemesos
• WED, 21 SEPT | Larnaka Municipal Theatre,

ANTON CHEKHOV, THREE SISTERS
PERSONA Theatre Group, CYPRUS
The outstanding play of the legendary Russian author and playwright in a fresh theatrical staging by PERSONA theatre group, with a multitude of fine actors and other associates. The nostalgia of the past, the need for life, love and happiness are confronted with the sad present, baffling hope for a brighter future.
Time: All performances commence at 20:30
SAT, 17 SUN, 18 & MON, 19 SEPT | THOC New Stage, Lefkosia

**CHOREO-GRAphiES/ BODY TRACES**

Asomates Dynameis, CYPRUS

A choreographic proposal by Machi Demetriadou-Lindahl, in which the encounter of dance with poetry, image, and light and darkness, becomes a journey of internal and external landscapes and transformations where the male and female, poles of the same material, are conceptually connected within the meaning of time.

Time: 20:30

- MON, 19 SEPT | Kourion Ancient Theatre
- TUE, 20 SEPT | Dali Municipal Amphitheatre

**EVAntHIA REBOuTSIKA - GREeCE**

Evanthia Reboutsika presents her new work but also some of her older hits along with the singer Elli Paspala. A musical journey where the East meets the West, with a feminine viewpoint, sensitivity and mood, and the distinctive style of the two performers.

Time: All performances commence at 20:30

- THU, 22 SEPT | Makarios III Amphitheatre, Lefkosia
- FRI, 24 SEPT | Kourion Ancient Theatre

**BODy AND SOUL**

Konstantinos and Matthaios Tsahouridis, - GREeCE

An unpredictable musical encounter, a mosaic of traditional and contemporary approaches, a musical journey of virtuosity and emotion, starring Konstantinos Tsahouridis with his voice and Matthaios Tsahouridis with his Pontic Lira. The two artists communicate through the sounds of Puccini, Tchaikovsky, Hatzidakis, Plessas, Rodrigo, and Theodorakis, they meet Stelios Kazantzidis and Greek folklore and introduce to the public their own compositions.

Time: All performances commence at 20:30

- FRI, 23 SEPT | Rialto Theatre, Lemesos
- SAT, 24 SEPT | E.Gavrielides Auditorium THOC, Lefkosia

**THE BARBER OF SEVILLE**

Carmen Rouggeri, GREeCE

A beautiful musical fairy tale by Carmen Rouggeri, based on Gioachino Rossini’s opera, having as components magic, humour, and a very interesting plot. These are combined together with narration, theatrical dialogues, dancing sets and colourful costumes.

Time: All performances commence at 18:30

- TUE, 27 SEPT | Rialto Theatre, Lemesos
- WED, 28 SEPT | Dali Municipal Amphitheatre
- THU, 29 SEPT | Xenion Theatre, Paralimni
- FRI, 30 SEPT | Chloraka Amphitheatre

**MUSiCAL BRIDGES**

She’Koyokh - Monsieur Doumani, - UK, CYPRUS

The ensemble She’Koyokh, hailed as “one of London’s musical treasures, playing the best Balkan and klezmer music in Britain” (Evening Standard), and the trio Monsieur Doumani, which The Guardian addressed as an “entertaining, confident and inventive set”, join forces and cross their musical paths based on the music traditions of Cyprus, the Mediterranean, the Middle East, the Balkans and Eastern Europe.

Time: All performances commence at 20:30

- WED, 28 SEPT | Agios Pavlos High School, Pafos
- THU, 29 SEPT | Strovolos Municipal Theatre, Lefkosia
- FRI, 30 SEPT | Rialto Theatre, Lemesos

**THE SONG OF THE DEAD BROTHER**

Cyprus Symphony Orchestra, - CYPRUS

The Cyprus Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Alkis Baltas and in cooperation with the Bi-Communal Choir for Peace in Cyprus, presents the music-theatre work by Mikis Theodorakis, which is a hymn to human dignity and the collective need for memory. Singers: Dimitris Basis, Sophia Avraamidou. Narrators: Petros Yiorkadjis, Baris Refikoglou.

Time: All performances commence at 20:30

Tickets for all performances:

€10 | €6 for pupils, students, soldiers, senior citizens | Free for people with disabilities

Ticket presales: SOEASY stores all over Cyprus, TIMEOUT kiosk in Paphos, ‘In N Out’ kiosk in Paralimni, MUSICAL PARADISE stores and online soldoutticketbox.com

********************
LEFKOSIA (NICOSIA)

Nicosia Festival
THU, 1 SEPT - Dance for Peace – Cypriot Folkloric dances
Venue: Ermou square
THU, 8 SEPT - Rail Ways Band – live pop and rock music concert
Venue: Agua Varvara square
MON, 12 SEPT - “Oi Adoulotoi” Siakalli – Traditional Greek dances
Venue: Palouriotissa square
THU, 15 SEPT - Papaergio String Quartet - live pop and rock music concert
Venue: Ermou square
TUE, 20 SEPT
Ensemble Casual – Tango music concert
Venue: Old Municipality square
WED, 21 SEPT
Stavros Constantinou – live Greek music performance
Venue: Town Hall
Time: All events start at 20:30
Entrance: Free

MON, 29 AUG – SUN, 4 SEPT
"Septemberfest - Nicosia Beer Fun Festival"
The festival's programme includes lots of beer and live concerts by popular singers and bands from Greece and Cyprus.
MON, 29 - Babis Stokas - Mple - Prospectus
TUE, 30 - George Tsalikis - Anna Iracleous
WED, 31 - Stavento - Papiyion Band
THU, 1 - Themis Adamantidis - Stelios Dionysiou
FRI, 2 SEPT - Stelios Rokkos
SAT, 3 - Nikos Makropoulos
SUN, 4 - Minus One - Zilla Project
Venue: Academy's National Forest Park, Larnakos Avenue
For more information: www.facebook.com/NicosiaBeerFestival/

FRI, 2 – WED, 7 SEPT
Nicosia Beer Fest 2016
Of course, all kinds of beer from all around the world will be in offer by various companies of production, import and distribution! Visitors, along
with their beer, will be able to enjoy a variety of snacks and live music concerts;

FRI, 2 – Big Band Theory & Lavrentis Machairistas
SAT, 3 – Kon/nos Komodromos - De Skordio & Marveysas Ilegal
SUN, 4 – Marios Koumas – Korona Grammata & Peggy Zina
MON, 5 – On Tour & Panos Mouzourakis
TUE, 6 – Theodoros Trachonitis and Band & Melina Aslanidou
WED, 7 – Big Band Theory & Imam Baildi

Venue: Costanza Moat
Time: All concerts start at 20:00
Entrance: €6 including a beer!
Online Tickets at www.soldoutticketbox.com

**ONGOING** till MON, 5 SEPT
"The New Colossus: Defying the (im)possibilities of Liberty"
The Collection Gallery is showcasing the artworks of the well-known artists Andreas Tomblin and Tatiana Soteropoulos.
Venue: The Collection Gallery (15A Lemesos Avenue, CY-2112, thecollectiongallery.eu)
Visiting hours: Mon - Sat 10:00-13:00 & 16:00-20:00

**WED, 7 SEPT**
Remos - Vandi - Paparizou - Melisses
The leading musical event of the year with the renowned Greek singers Remos, Vandi, Paparizou and Melisses.
Venue: GSP Stadium
Time: Entrance opens at 19:00, show starts at 21:00
Entrance: €45 - €10
Tickets are available online at www.tickethour.com.cy

**SAT, 10 SEPT**
The 10th Cyprus – Russia Gala
This memorable event at the country’s most prestigious venue, the Presidential Palace gardens, is dedicated to the cultural, political and business relationship between Cyprus and Russia. The proceeds will go to aid charity foundations. With the participation of: Dmitry Masleev, the triumphant winner of XV International Tchaikovsky Piano Competition, the legendary choreographic Berezka Ensemble, a charismatic virtuoso guitarist DiDuLa, the highly acclaimed soprano Zoe Nicolaidou and members of Cyprus Symphony Orchestra, Mihalis Hatzigiannis the most successful Greek Artist of the last decade (2000-2011) and the winner of numerous musical accolades.
Venue: Presidential Palace
Time: 19:30
Entrance: €100
information | Tickets: T. +357 22879518

**WED, 7 SEPT**

**CYPRUS COMIC CON**
Comic Con is a multi-genre fan convention that mainly focuses on anime, manga, video games, sci-fi, cosplay & popular media.
Venue: Philoxenia Conference Centre
Time: Sat 10:00 – 19:00, Sun 10:00 – 20:00
Entrance: Day Pass €3 | 2-day Pass €5 | 3-day pass €5

**ONGOING** till MON, 5 SEPT

**Aliki and Nestor Teloglou – Collectors and Collecting**
The exhibition aims to present through a different perspective both the collection and the Teloglou couple who envisioned the establishing of their Foundation in Thessaloniki. The exhibition includes works of art by European and Greek painters that the couple occasionally bought and through their personal belongings and furniture an attempt is made to present their unknown personalities and to highlight their role as collectors and benefactors to the society.
Venue: A. G. Leventis Gallery (5, Leonidou str., CY-1097, leventisgallery.org)
Opening Hours: Daily except Tue 10:00 - 17:00, Wed 10:00 - 22:00, closed on Tuesdays and public holidays.

**ONGOING** till MON, 5 SEPT

**Saturday, 3 – Sunday, 4 September**
**Cyprus Comic Con**
Comic Con is a multi-genre fan convention that mainly focuses on anime, manga, video games, sci-fi, cosplay & popular media.
Venue: Philoxenia Conference Centre
Time: Sat 10:00 – 19:00, Sun 10:00 – 20:00
Entrance: Day Pass €3 | 2-day Pass €5 | 3-day pass €5
TUE, 13 – THU, 15 SEPT
CORPOREALITY
An art exhibition by the artist Maki Toshima (JPN), a multi-media artist, working in the mediums of video, sculpture, drawings and paintings. Her artwork focuses in the relationship between imagination and corporeality, which is caused by experience. The exhibition will include: work-in-progress and research developed during her residency in Cyprus, for her new project “Imaginary City”, which aspires to create various “Shangri-La Sights” through the use of digital drawings on photographs of existing locations within the city; a video compilation of past artworks; and the video installation ‘Meta.Morphos’, 2012, which is inspired by the process of collecting butterflies.

makitoshima.net/index.html
Venue: ARTos Cultural and Research Foundation
(64, Ayion Omoloyiton Avenue, CY-1080, T. +357 22445456, artosfoundation.org)
Opening Hours: 09:00 – 15:00 & 20:30 – 23:00
Entrance: Free

TUE, 13 – THU, 15 SEPT
SHORT MATTERS!
Awarded European Short Film Festival
The program of SHORT MATTERS! presents short films by the European Film Academy, which have been nominated for the Academy awards, by the fifteen most important short film festivals in Europe. For the full screening programme please visit artosfoundation.org. Greek & English subtitles.

Venue: ARTos Cultural and Research Foundation
(64, Ayion Omoloyiton Avenue, CY-1080, T. +357 22445456, artosfoundation.org)
Opening Hours: 09:00 – 15:00 & 20:30 – 23:00
Entrance: Free

THU, 29 SEPT
Con-temporary Urbanity
The program “Con-temporary Urbanity” aims to address the city as a stage, where artists experience everyday life as a theatrical act. The artists Gerald Zahn and Nika Kupyrova, from Austria, will use their residency and the locality of Cyprus as a starting point for visual research in their chosen mediums of video and sculpture. They will share their impressions, show some of their works and offer a deeper insight into their practice during a presentation and a talk.

Venue: ARTos Cultural and Research Foundation
(64, Ayion Omoloyiton Avenue, CY-1080, T. +357 22445455, artosfoundation.org)
Time: 21:00
Entrance: Free
ONGOING till FRI, 30 SEPT
“Valentinos Charalambous
Of clay and glaze, of fire, affection and love”
Valentinos Charalambous, one of the foremost Cypriot ceramists of international acclaim. Born in Varosi in 1929, to a family of traditional potters, he went on to study in London before being invited to organize the Ceramics Department at Baghdad’s Academy of Fine Arts, where he would work for a total of 30 years. The exhibition presents amassing indicative works of Valentinos Charalambous to highlight the axes about which Valentinos’ work has rotated in a span of sixty years.
Venue: Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation (86-90, Faneromenis str. within the old Nicosia city)
Visiting hours: Mon-Sun 10:00-19:00
Entrance: Free
For further information tel. +357 22128157, bocff.org

ONGOING till MON, 31 OCT
“Threads of Tradition: laces and lace embroideries of Cyprus”
The Leventis Municipal Museum of Nicosia, through a unique presentational exhibition, unfolds threads of tradition and their history through a selection of famous Cypriot threaded compositions and lace embroideries. The exhibition aims to offer to the visitor a new opportunity to experience and to learn on the subject of Cypriot lace and lace embroidery, invaluable elements of our intangible cultural heritage. A range of “threaded exhibits” with veniz lace, Lefkara lace embroidery, kopaneli, bibilla lace, fervolites and crochet lace travelled from Lefkara, Lapithos, Koilani, Omodos and finally from Nicosia and found their special place at the exhibition revealing their enchanting secrets.
Venue: The Leventis Municipal Museum of Lefkosia (15-17, Hippocrates str., LaiKi Geitonia CY-1500, leventismuseum.org.cy)
Opening Hours: Tue-Sun 10:00-16:30, closed on Mon.
Entrance: Free

Open Air Fruit & Vegetable Markets
EVERY WEDNESDAY & SATURDAY: “OCHI” Square within the Venetian walls of old Nicosia city.
EVERY FRIDAY: Industrial area of Strovolos Municipality (near the traffic lights).

EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY
Flea Market of Lefkosia
The first indoor flea market in Lefkosia where one can find new and used books, toys, art crafts, furniture, electronics, appliances, clothes, household items, collectibles and antiques, as well as a coffee shop.
Venue: Flea Market (2, Ioanni Koromia Str., CY-1028 Kaimakli, T. +357 22432478)

Guided Walking/Bus Tours
The tours are contacted with licensed tourist guides and are free of charge!
Starting Point: CTO Information Office
Information | Reservations: +357 22889704

Cyprus Museum
Tuesday & Friday 10:00 -11:15 & 12:00 -13:15
Every 1st Wednesday of the month 17:30 -18:45

Byzantine Museum & Art Galleries - Ethnographic Museum
Saturday 10:00 -12:30

Lefkosia District half day tour to Dali or Kakopetria
Wednesday / 10:00 -13:30
Note: Museum Fees apply. No tours are held on public holidays.

EVERY MONDAY & THURSDAY
LEFKOSIA (NICOSIA) WALKS
Get to know the capital by walking
The Lefkosia Municipality established a series of thematic walking tours to present various aspects of the old city as well as the city outside the walls. Lefkosia, a city with 5,000 yearlong history, has much to offer. By walking, one gets a better feel for a place and its yearlong atmosphere, past and present, and a better understanding of its continual cultural development.
EVERY MONDAY

Pallouriotissa & Kaimakli: The Past Restored

Guided walking & bus tour.

The Walking Tour leads you to the most noteworthy sights in ‘Pallouriotisa’ and ‘Kaimakli’, two old villages at the outskirts of the Venetian Walls. As Lefkosia grew and expanded these villages gradually became historic districts of the city.

EVERY THURSDAY

Discover the old Nicosia and its walls

Guided walking tour.

Lefkosia, the only divided capital in the world, dates back to the Bronze Age. In antiquity and in early Christian times it was known as Ledra. It has been the capital of Cyprus since the Late Byzantine period (11th century). The Lusignans transformed it into a splendid city, with royal palaces and churches. The city centre, the old “Chora”, surrounded by 16th century Venetian Walls, with museums, old churches and medieval buildings, maintains the leisurely atmosphere of yesteryear.

Language: English

Starting point: CTO Information Office in Laiki Geitonia, within the Venetian walls of old Nicosia city (11, Aristokyprou str., CY-1011)

Time: 10:00

Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Lefkosa (Nicosia) Municipality and organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist Guides Association.

For further information and bookings please contact T. +357 22674264. NO Walks held on public holidays.

LEMESSOS (LIMASSOL)

FRI, 2 & SAT, 3 SEPT

Touring the Hispanic-Latin World

Duetto ArgentOro with flutists Theodoros Krasides and Nikolas Lamprianidis, and Konstantinos Spyrou at the guitar, invite you at RODI Event Venue's courtyard under the stars for two summer concerts with Hispanic and Latin flair! A musical evening to remember with beautiful pieces from Spain, Latin America and the Caribbean. Limited number of seats, for reservations please call T. +357 25252577 and 99486383

Venue: Rodi Event Venue (57, Kapodistria Str., CY-3032)

Time: 20:00

Entrance: €10 incl. 1st drink

SAT, 3 SEPT

Dancecyprus - 10th Anniversary Gala

Choreographies specially commissioned for this production by Kristen McNally (Royal Ballet), Jeanne Brabant and Altea Nunez (Royal Ballet of Flanders) et.al. With Edward Watson MBE, Ryoichi Hirano, Christina Arestis, Yuhui Choe and Kristen McNally from the Royal Ballet (UK), Anastasia Pashalis and Laurie McSherry-Gray from the Royal Ballet of Flanders (Belgium), Dancecyprus dancers and the Dancecyprus Juniors.

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy)

Time: 20:30

Entrance: €25│€15

ONGOING till SUN, 4 SEPT

Wine Festival

The Lemesos Wine Festival was inspired by the ancient festivals dedicated to the God of wine, Dionysus, and honours the long island’s tradition of winemaking. At the festival, guests, both locals and foreigners, get the chance to taste different local wines offered free of charge in unlimited quantities (small entrance fee) and join in the “pigéage”, the grape-stomping! Enjoy traditional Cypriot food, folkloric dances, songs and theatrical performances from local and international artistic groups in a festive atmosphere.
**Venue:** Lemesos (Limassol) Municipal Garden.
**Time:** Mon-Thu-Sun 19:00-23:00, Fri-Sat 19:00-23:30
**Entrance:** €6 (adults - including one free bottle of Cypriot wine)| €5 (13-18yrs)| €3 (-12yrs)
**FREE transportation** to the Festival from Lefkosia, Larnaka, Agia Napa and Pafos, pre-booking is essential! For further information & reservations:
Lefkosia (Nicosia) T. +357 22674264
Larnaka T. +357 24654322
Pafos T. +357 26930521
Agia Napa T. +357 23721796

**SAT, 10 SEPT**
**6th Rock Festival**
Organised by the Limassol Co–operative Savings Society along with Kanali 6, the festival kickstarts the new season at Heroes Square with The Coop Band, Contour, Anairesis, Atoutaleme, Isovites, Lopodites. DJs Sosis Theodosiou and Fanis Krigos.
**Venue:** Heroes Square
**Time:** 20:00
**Entrance:** Free

**SAT, 10 & SUN, 11 SEPT**
**Castle Handicraft Market**
An art crafts market by independent artists and creative people. For further information please contact Ms. Panagiota Herodotou T. +357 99094010.
**Venue:** Medieval Castle Square

**TUE, 13 SEPT**
**NT LIVE: THE ENCORE SERIES**
**The Audience**
Academy award-winning actress Helen Mirren, reprises the role of Queen Elizabeth II, this time on stage. The Audience "breaks" the established agreement of silence between the queen and Downing Street dignitaries, from Churchill to the Cameron, shaping possible conversations that every prime minister had in these private meetings with Her Majesty. Directed by: Stephen Daldry (Billy Elliot, The Hours).
**Venue:** Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy)
**Time:** 20:30 (180’)
**Entrance:** €10 | €7

**FRI, 16 - SUN, 18 SEPT**
**3rd "Made in Cyprus" Exhibition**
World Trade Center Cyprus is organising the 3rd “Made in Cyprus” Exhibition which aims to promote and advertise Cypriot products and services, in order to increase the export potential of Cypriot businesses. The exhibition is under the auspices of the Ministry of Energy, Commerce, Industry and Tourism. For further information: made-in-cyprus.org
**Venue:** Tracasol Cultural Center at the Limassol Marina
**Time:** Fri 18:00 - 22:00, Sat & Sun 11:00 – 22:00
**Entrance:** Free

---

### theYard.Residency.16 period b

The Center of Performing Arts MITOS announces the residency program for theYard.Residency.16 period b. The theme for this year is: the duration of a moment and it has been divided into three categories for participation: (I.) a moment, (II.) Improvisations/ works in progress, (III.) a moment in the playground.

**Venue:** The Old Vinegar Factory

**THU, 15 & FRI, 16 SEPT**
Sarah Alden and Kyle Sanna | a moment
When the Night Fell Away from the Sea (Music)
**Time:** 20:00
**Reservations:** T. +357 97813171

**SAT, 17 & SUN, 18 SEPT**
Demetra Kallitiri | a moment
A Lover’s Discourse: Fragments 2016 [Performance Art]
**Time:** 20:30
**Reservations:** T. +357 99779007

**THU, 29 & FRI, 30 SEPT**
Ouroboros | a moment
Tide [Audio Visual - Performance]
**Time:** 21:00
**Reservations:** T. +357 99629610

************
• MON, 19 SEPT | Pyrgos village
• TUE, 20 SEPT | Anogyra village

A story of Greek music from Byzantium to Contemporary times with Dimitris Mpasis

A musical journey that begins from the sources of Greek music - Byzantine Music through to traditional songs; it will cross the paths of “Rebetiko” and conclude with the songs of contemporary Greek composers. This musical journey that highlights the continuity of music in the history of Hellenism, will take us through the beautiful trails of the wealth of Greek music with the voice of Dimitris Basis, the choir “Romanos the Melodist” and Anna Aristeidou, the traditional orchestra of the Holy Bishopric of Limassol, and a conventional Orchestra, under the direction of Vassos Argyrides.

Time: 20:30

FRI, 23 SEPT
Musical Nights under the Moonlight

A tribute to Mikis Theodorakis with the Limassol Male Quatrophonia.
Conductor: Panikos Trimikliniotis.
Venue: At the small open air theatre on the seafront promenade
Time: 19:30

FRI, 23 SEPT
Dimitra Galani - Eleni Tsaligopoulou – Giota Nega

A live concert nobody should miss! The acclaimed Greek singers will be performing in this charity event organised by The Ithaki Charity Association for the support of people with Dementia in collaboration with the Po.Ke.N.Y (Ipsonas Multipurpose Youth Centre) of the Metropolis of Limassol.

Venue: Municipal Gardens Theater (Lord Byron Str., CY-3105, T. +357 25343341)
Time: 18:00
Online Tickets: tickethour.com.cy

FRI, 23 – SUN, 25 SEPT
APHRODITE GAMES 2016

The Aphrodite Games 2016 is a 3-day functional fitness competition organized by Geraklion. It's the biggest event of its kind in the Mediterranean. It's the ultimate athletic experience, gathering athletes from all around the world. The 3rd Aphrodite Games will be held under the auspices of the Cyprus Sport Organization and the Limassol Municipality. For further information please contact
info@tsmsportmarketing.com
Venue: Old Harbor square

SUN, 25 SEPT
Roman Miroshnichenko - Leonid Nesterov Trio Concert - JAZZ SERIES

Roman Miroshnichenko is Russia’s most prominent and celebrated guitarist and one of the premier guitarists of his generation in the world. A multiple recipient and nominee of Independent Music Awards, 1st Prize winner USA Songwriting Competition et.al., he was collaborated with such world-renowned musicians as Steve Vai, Al Di Meola, Larry Coryell, Daniel “Pipi” Piazzolla and other. In his Limassol concert he will perform together with the Leonid Nesterov Trio (Nicolas Tryphonos, Andreas Stefanou and Leonid Nesterov).

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy)
Time: 20:30 (90’)
Enterance: €25 | €15

WED, 28 SEPT
Stars on Earth

The Limassol Committee for the Protection and Welfare of Children along with the Cyprus Children’s Parliament present Aamir Khan’s movie about Ishaan, the eight year old troublemaker. Everything, however, changes when the new art teacher arrives at Ishaan’s school and through his belief that every child is special, manages to bring social marginalization to an end. In English.

Venue: Rialto Theatre (19, Andrea Drousioti str., CY-3603, T. 77777745, rialto.com.cy)
Time: 20:00 (162’)
Enterance: Free
EVERY MONDAY
LEMESOS (LIMASSOL) WALK
A stroll in Neapolis, Nemesos, Limassol....Lemesos
See the best of Lemesos city; get to know the historical centre of Lemesos by walking through its narrow streets which visually “narrate” its long history. Monuments of the past, traditional workshops, unique architectural features, the bustling life of the old market and traditional shops all reflect the city’s atmosphere, the main element of this tour.
Language: English
Starting point: CTO Information Office (Old Port Entrance, Syntagmatos square)
Time: 10:00
Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Lemesos (Limassol) Municipality and organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist Guides Association.
Booking in advance is necessary.
For further information and bookings please call T. +357 25362756. NO Walks held on public holidays.

LARNAKA
FRI, 30 SEPT – SUN, 2 OCT
3 Day Rock Festival
For all lovers and fans of Rock’n’Roll, Doo Wop and Rockabilly! The Jukin’50s from Germany are arranging a Rock festival to relive the hits of the ’50s when Elvis and Roy Orbison were still on top of the charts. 10 international Rock’n’Roll Bands will take part in this unique Festival. The Truly Lover Trio (US), The Roommates (UK), Danny & The Chicks (GER), The Nymonics (GER), Freddy Velas & The Silvertones (I), The New Angels (E), DJ Bill Guntrip & friends (UK), The X-iles (CY), Frankie Dean (UK), C-Sides (Surf music). There will be a classic car exhibition with vintage cars from all over Cyprus, a nostalgic market with pinballs, jukeboxes, clothing, records, Cds and food & drinks. For further information www.thejukin50s.club
Venue: Meneou Beach
Time: 20:00
Entrance: €16 per night|€43 for 3 nights|Free Entrance to -18yrs

EVERY WEDNESDAY & FRIDAY
LARNAKA WALKS
Larnaka; birthplace of the philosopher Zeno, founder of the Stoic School, and second home of Saint Lazarus who was ordained as the first Bishop of Kition after his resurrection. For the lovers of long walks this is a fascinating insight into the history, culture, traditions, and architecture of this sea-front city.

EVERY WEDNESDAY
Larnaka – Past and Present
This walk covers the history of Larnaka and its development by focusing on the role that the sea had throughout the centuries.
Language: English
Starting point: CTO Information Office (Vasileos Pavlou Square, T. +357 24654322)
Time: 10:00

EVERY FRIDAY
Scala – Its Craftsmen
Scala is the area that surrounds Larnaka Fort and Agios Lazaros Church. The aim of this walk is to
explore the area and visit the Handicraft Workshops created by young ceramic artists most of who are inspired by ancient Cypriot art. The Walk goes through picturesque streets of the Turkish sector of Larnaka, where visitors have the chance to see traditional white washed houses, houses with kiosks and the present use of this residential area.

**Starting point:** Larnaka Fort (in front of the entrance of the Medieval Museum).

**Time:** 10:00

**Cost:** Gratis. Offered by the Larnaka Municipality and organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist Guides Association. **Booking in advance is necessary.**

For further information and bookings please contact T. +357 24654322. Walks are held on public holidays.

---

**PAFOS**

FRI, 2 – SUN, 4 SEPT

**18th Pafos Aphrodite Festival**

**Don Giovanni by W.A. Mozart**

One of the greatest works of the operatic repertoire and one of the leading lyric masterpieces of all times, the outstanding Don Giovanni by W.A. Mozart is to be presented in co-production with Parma Opera Organization C.E.F.A.C. with the participation of the Cyprus Symphony Orchestra. Mozart’s Don Giovanni is an opera in two acts and the libretto was written by Lorenzo Da Ponte. It premiered at the Estates Theatre in Prague on 29 October 1787. Da Ponte’s libretto was considered, like many of its time, as drama giocoso, a term that denotes a combination of serious and comic action. In Don Giovanni, Mozart’s music renders all aspects of a man who goes against god and takes his fate in his own hands. In this imposing work, which musically elevates the curtain of Romanticism with the most impressive way, nothing is what it seems, since the ambiguity permeates the poetic text but also the music. The intense dramatic music which accompanies the appearance of the otherworldly element and the extensive arias of the nobles come into direct dialogue with the lighthearted, everyday reverberation of the comic characters. Greek and English subtitles. For further information: T. +357 26822218, pafc.com.cy

**Venue:** Pafos Medieval Castle

**Time:** 20:00

**Entrance:** €70|€50|€40|€25

---

**Cultural Decentralisation Programme**

“The Tale begins ...”

“Storytelling always captivates young and old”

Three performances, three village squares in three villages. Fairytales, Narrative and Shadow Theater.

FRI, 2 SEPT

“Lies and Truths“ narrated by Paramythies Marina Katsari & Veronica Aloneftou. The “fairytale” through narrative and music takes us through our Folk tradition.

**Venue:** At the square of Peristerona village

**Time:** 19:00
SAT, 3 SEPT
“Summer Night Tales” narrated by Paramythokores
Storytellers: Antonia Velliou, Vasileia Xaxeviani and
Ifigenia Kakridoni.
Venue: At the Lysos village fountain
Time: 19:00

SUN, 4 SEPT
“Karagiozis Grammatikos” (shadow theatre) by
Theodoris Kostidakis, a known puppeteer travels us
with his art in childhood memories.
Venue: At the square of Steni village
Time: 19:00

SUN, 4 SEPT
“The body of the narrative” We are all storytellers!
In this experiential seminar we will explore the ways
and techniques of a popular storyteller. All
participants will work both with personal stories
and folk-tales. Only by pre-booking, T.+357
99454881.
Venue: Cultural Centre of Lysos village
Time: 10:00-13:00

SUN, 11 SEPT
«A journey among voices»
A concert organised by the organisation Arts
Spontanées in collaboration with the Armou village
council.
Venue: Armou central square
Time: 19:30

TUE, 6 SEPT
Open - air cinema at Technopolis 20
“Technopolis 20” under its artistic programme,
sponsored by CTO, organizes summer cinema
evenings. The last screening of this summer will
feature the film Commited (93’), by Stelana Kliris.
Come for a beautiful evening in the city center and
enjoy the movie in a lovely garden under the stars.
Venue: At the garden of Technopolis 20 Cultural
Centre (18, Nikolaou Nikolaidi Ave., CY-8010, T.
+357 70002420, technopolis20.com)
Time: 20:30
Entrance: €3

FRI, 9 SEPT
Evagoras of Cyprus
The work of the composer Polis Charalambous
Oratorio, Fantasy, Ballet "Evagoras of Cyprus"
presents the history of Cyprus from 411 B.C. and
King Evagoras until the era of the hero Evagoras
Pallikarides. A production with more than 550
participants on stage which forms part of the
Community Involvement Programme of the
European Capital of Culture Pafos2017. With the
participation of the Cyprus Youth Symphony
Orchestra, soloists Margarita Elia, Maria Georgiadou,
Tina Chester, Elena Efthymiou - Demosthenous,
Chrisoula Pentara, Marios Andreou, Stefanos
Manolis, Kyriakos Drousiotis and Stelios Kakogiannis,
and of the choirs Aris Choir of Limassol “Evagoras”
Choir of Famagusta, Municipal Choir of Sotira,
Municipal Choir of Athienou, “Orfeas” Choir of
Pafos. Also participating: the Byzantine Choir
Groups and ballet schools. Narration: Andros
Pavlidis, Director: Apostolos Apostolidis, Presenter:
Sophie Champiaouridou
For more information: T. +357 99632346
Venue: Amphitheatre of Tala village
Time: 20:00
Entrance: €30|€20

FRI, 9 SEPT
Carob Festival
A traditional feast featuring Cypriot music by singe
Michalis Terlikkas, and traditional carob products.
Visitors will have the opportunity to see how local
carob products are made, such as ‘pasteli’ and
cookies with carob syrup and be entertained…the
Cypriot way!
Venue: Agios Georgios square, Pegeia village
Time: 19:30
Entrance: Free

WED, 14 – SUN, 25 SEPT
11th Cyprus International Film Festival (CYIFF)
“The Best of the First”
The festival takes place in cooperation with the
Cultural International Festivals. CYIFF is the first
international film festival held in Cyprus with a
“competition section” in categories that include
feature, short, animation, video art/dance/music,
humanitarian, sport, and children films, devoted exclusively to independent emerging filmmakers. The festival presents the ‘Golden Aphrodite’ and Special Awards selected by a jury committee by acclaimed professionals from the film industry; it also features seminars, workshops and conferences for upcoming directors. For further information: T. +357 99798112, cyprusfilmfestival.org

Venues:
• K-Cineplex - Kings Avenue Mall,  
  Time: 17:00 & 22:00 Entrance: €6  
• Amphitheatre of Neapolis University,  
  Time: 17:00 – 20:00, Entrance: Free

SUN, 18 SEPT
Open Day at Minthis Hills
A fun day out at Minthis Hills for all the family; golf practice and golf fun competitions for children and adults. Fun activities for children, such as pony riding and face painting. For further information please contact T. +357 26842200, golf@mainthishills.com

SUN, 18 SEPT
7th Traditional Festival of Statos – Agios Fotios village
Located in a green and tranquil scenery, in an altitude of 1000m. the community has a long history in the production of local wines, trahanas, dried meat (tsamarella) and siousoi. Visitors will have the opportunity to taste the products of the village, visit the wineries, see the preparation its traditional products and enjoy a rich traditional cultural programme with the music band “Afroditi”. Young visitors will enjoy various activities such as face painting, watercolor painting and micro sculpture with clay. For more information please contact T. +357 99874297
Venue: Statos – Agios Fotios village
Opening Time: 11:00

FRI, 23 SEPT
Hero-isms – The Persians by Aeschylus – Chorus
The project "Hero-isms" of the European Capital of Culture Capital of Europe includes a series of acts before the premiere of the tragedy "The Persians" by Aeschylus in April 2017. Within the frame of collaboration with the European Capital of Culture Wroclaw 2016, the Chorus will be also presented at the Grotowski Institute. The Centre of Performing Arts MITOS presents the musical part of the tragedy. 
Venue: Pafos Ethnographical Museum
Time: 20:30
Entrance: Free
Information: T. +357 26932017, pafos2017.eu

FRI, 23 SEPT
Cultural Days Marion – Arsinoe 2016
Day of traditional products and folk art.
With the participation of traditional music ensemble Michalis Hadjiademi and Vasiliki Hadjiadamou. Traditional Dances from the Municipal Dancing Group and Neas Genias Oroklinis.
Venue: Town Hall Yard, Polis Chrysochous
Time: 20:30
Entrance: Free

THU, 29 SEPT
THE TRAVELLING STAGE
ZOHAR FRESCO - ROSS DALY
Zohar Fresco, composer and known worldwide as a percussionist dedicated to the sounds of tof miriam (a percussion that appeared in the Middle East thousand years ago). One of the most renowned musicians worldwide, along with the famous Irish composer and musician Ross Daly, Kelly Thoma in cretan lyre, Tomer Bar and Mark Mushayev.
Venue: Kato Vrysi Geroskipou
Time: 20:30
Entrance: Free
Information: T. +357 26932017, pafos2017.eu

FRI, 30 SEPT & SAT, 1 OCT
Commandaria & Wine Festival
Cyprus can proudly lay claim to the world’s oldest wine still in production - that of the delicious sweet dessert wine Commandaria! The festival will feature a great number of local wineries alongside Cypriot traditional food vendors, 3D projections on the castle’s walls and live folklore music and dances. In an interactive environment, guests will be able to participate in the whole wine-making process.
gaining a unique experience. Come and taste the uniqueness of Cyprus wines under the stars!
Venue: Pafos Medieval Castle
Opening Time: 18:00
Entrance: €5
For further information: T. +357 96885959

EVERY 3RD SUNDAY OF THE MONTH
Farmers and Handicrafts Market
Fresh fruits and vegetables, homemade sweets and freshly baked bread, arts and crafts made by local artisans are just some of the many local products on offer. For further information please contact Mrs. Catherine, T.+357 99104622.
Venue: Steni village square
Time: 10:00 – 14:00

EVERY 4TH FRIDAY OF THE MONTH
Farmers and Handicrafts Market
Exclusively handmade and handcrafted local products, food, sweets, herbs, essential oils, arts and crafts made by local artisans. For further details please contact Mrs. Simona, T.+357 97836005.
Venue: Polis Herb Garden, Polis Chrysochous (next to the Archaeological Museum)
Time: 17:00 – 21:00

EVERY THURSDAY
PAFOS WALK – Strolling around Pafos town centre (Ktima)
In an effort to get visitors acquainted with Pafos Town Centre (Ktima), the newest part of the city of Pafos, the Municipality of Pafos offers visitors the unique experience of a stroll in Pafos Town Centre (Ktima) and a peek into the local everyday life. Through historic references, linked with some very important historic periods including the Medieval, Ottoman, British and modern times, one will ‘walk’ into the past and at the same time discover today’s commercial centre of Pafos. The walk lasts about two and a half hours, including a half-hour break for refreshments.
Language: English
Starting point: CTO Information Office
(8, Agoras Str., CY-8010, T. +357 26932841)
Time: 10:00

Cost: Gratis. Offered by the Pafos Municipality and organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Tourism Organisation and the Cyprus Tourist Guides Association.
Booking in advance is necessary
NO Walks held on public holidays.
**AMMOCHOSTOS**

**FRI, 2, 9, 16 & 30 SEPT**  
“Flashes” the revival of Cypriot tradition in the neighborhoods of Ayia Napa  
The Agia Napa traditional pulse comes alive on the streets and neighborhoods of Agia Napa. A revival of Cypriot customs, an encounter of flashbacks from the past with today. Every Friday at 20:00 the Agia Napa Municipality organises events around the neighborhoods of the village. For more information please contact the Agia Napa Municipality, T. +357 23816300

**SAT, 3 SEPT**  
**Dancing and singing for Autism**  
A charity performance for the support of Ammochostos Autism.  
**Venue:** Agia Napa Municipal Museum “THALASSA”  
**Time:** 20:00

**SAT, 10 SEPT**  
**Tastes of the world**  
The event is co-organised by the Municipal Youth council and Paralimni Municipality, featuring the percussion ensemble “Batucinio”.  
**Venue:** LEFKOLLA Municipal Square in Protaras  
**Time:** 20:00

**MON, 19 – 25 SEPT**  
**European Athletics Week**  
The athletic wee is organised under the auspeces of the European Commission, the National Coordinating Body KOA and the Paralimni Municipality. For more information please contact T. +357 23819212/-303.

**THU, 22 – SUN, 25 SEPT**  
**32nd Ayia Napa International Festival**  
The Agia Napa Festival is, undoubtedly, the most popular and well anticipated event of the island. Visitors have the opportunity to learn the traditions and customs of the local people, the musical tradition and folk art and especially to enjoy the warm Cypriot hospitality. The program includes, among others, theatrical performances, concerts and Cypriot and foreign folk dancing. Within the framework of the festival plenty of events are organized such as art and photographic exhibitions as well as exhibitions of shells, flowers and butterflies. These events create a warm atmosphere that reflects the friendliness and hospitality of the people of Agia Napa. For the full programme of events please visit: ayianapa.org.cy  
**Venue:** Agia Napa main square
**TROODOS**

**SUN, 4 SEPT**

**Galata Pastry and Baking Goods Festival**

Get to know Cyprus and the traditions of the island through the various festivals organised in the Troodos area. The Pastry and Baking Goods Festival is dedicated to baking various pastries, of which the area has a long tradition, with many mills that existed there for ages. The festival features pastry making and baking at the venue, tasting of traditional delicacies, demonstration of traditional professions, while visitors can also enjoy a traditional cultural programme. Guests have the chance to visit the village’s byzantine churches and the Folk Art Museum. For more information: T.: +357 99352547, mytroodos.com

**Venue:** Galata village square

**Entrance:** Free

**Events online tickets:**
Tickethour.com.cy soldoutticketbox.com

**FRI, 9 - SAT, 17 SEPT**

**Commandaria Festival**

The 14 villages of the Koumandaria region once a year organise this much anticipated festival! Visitors will have the opportunity to taste the different kinds of Commandaria, join harvesting, wine-pressing and learn how to cook with Koumandaria wine, visit local wineries, vineyards and enjoy traditional Cypriot music and dances, and Cypriot delicacies. For further information and programme of events please contact T. +357 99536566 or 99656288.

**Venue:** Kapileio village square

**NOTE:** The Cyprus Tourism Organisation cannot accept responsibility for any changes in any of the events listed above that may occur due to unforeseen factors. Please contact the organisers by phone for confirmation.

**SUN, 11 SEPT | Vasa**

**SUN, 18 SEPT | Lofou**

**SUN, 25 SEPT | Arsos**

**SUN, 2 OCT | Koilani**

**Grape Feast – wine Villages**

During September and October, the Wine villages organise various events dedicated to the grape and its sub-products. Visitors can observe the making of palouzes and shoushoukos at the venues, enjoy various grape delicacies, participate in competitions, wine tasting and entertainment shows (including fork music, theatre productions, and the revival of old traditional customs). Visitors can also learn about the village’s traditional houses, visit local museums, churches and other sights. For further information please call T. +357 99352547

**Entrance:** Free